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Abstract
Using N -body+ hydro simulations we study relations between the local environ-
ments of galaxies on ≈ 0.5Mpc scale and properties of the luminous components of
galaxies. Our numerical simulations include effects of star formation and supernova
feedback in different cosmological scenarios: the standard COBE-normalized Cold
Dark Matter model (CDM), its variant, the Broken Scale Invariance model (BSI),
and a model with cosmological constant (ΛCDM). The present time corresponds
to quite different stages of clustering in these three models, and the range of envi-
ronments reflects these differences. In this paper, we concentrate on the effects of
environment on colors and morphologies of galaxies, on the star formation rate and
on the relation between the total luminosity of a galaxy and its circular velocity. We
demonstrate a statistically significant theoretical relationship between morphology
and environment. In particular, there is a strong tendency for high-mass galaxies
and for elliptical galaxies to form in denser environments, in agreement with obser-
vations. We find that in models with denser environments (CDM scenario) ∼ 13 %
of the galactic halos can be identified as field ellipticals, according to their colors.
In simulations with less clustering (BSI and ΛCDM), the fraction of ellipticals is
considerably lower (∼ 2−3%). The strong sensitivity of morphological type to envi-
ronment is rather remarkable because our results are applicable to “field” galaxies
and small groups. Because of small box size (5 Mpc) we did not have large groups
or clusters in our simulations.
If all galaxies in our simulations are included, we find a statistically significant
dependence of the galaxy luminosity - circular velocity relation on dark matter
overdensity within spheres of radius 0.5Mpc, for the CDM simulations. But if we
remove “elliptical” galaxies from our analysis to mimic the Tully-Fisher relation for
spirals, then no dependence is found in any model.
Key words: Methods: numerical; hydrodynamics; galaxies: –formation, evolution,
fundamental parameters
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1 Introduction
Most of our knowledge of the properties of galaxies derives from the light emit-
ted by them, which in turn reflects the information contained in the baryonic
component. In order to explain the origin of these properties, it is necessary
to model the dynamics of the baryonic gas coupled gravitationally to the
dark matter component. Previously, galaxy properties were studied using N-
body simulations for the dark matter, and assuming different hypothesis to
“extract” information for the baryonic component, e.g. linear biasing (Kaiser
1984) or constant M/L. Improvements in computational techniques and re-
sources have made it possible to include gas dynamics in N-body simulations
(Evrard 1988; Cen et al. 1990; Katz and Gunn 1991).
In addition to purely gravitational and hydrodynamical effects, it is essential
to include complex local processes that affect the energy budget of the gas,
such as radiative cooling or photoionization heating by an UV background.
It is also important to consider effects of stellar formation and evolution and
feedback processes produced by the explosions of supernovae. Self consistent
modeling of all these physical processes in cosmological simulations is crucial
for attaining insight into the generation and evolution of galaxies within a
given cosmological scenario. 3 . However, numerical simulations invariably in-
clude various approximations and simplifying assumptions regarding the rele-
vant physical processes; these assumptions need to be verified. In recent years
there has been a tremendous accumulation of observational data shedding
light on the underlying properties of galaxies. The observations also allow us
to constrain the assumptions in numerical modeling of the complex baryonic
processes involved in galaxy formation and evolution.
As an alternative to the use of direct numerical simulations of the most impor-
tant relevant physical phenomena, much of the effort toward modeling rela-
tionships between environment and observational properties of galaxies up to
now has been focussed on ”semi-analytical” approaches to galaxy formation
and evolution (White and Frenk 1991; Kauffmann et al. 1993; Lacey and Cole
1993; Cole et al. 1994; Heyl et al. 1995; Baugh et al 1997). However, although
quite a bit has been learned from semi-analytical models, there are certain
1 Work partially supported by DGICyT (Spain) under project number PB93-0252
2 Work partially supported by a DFG fellowship (Germany)
3 See e.g. Yepes (1997) for a recent review of the inclusion of baryonic physics in
cosmological simulations
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processes that they are simply not designed to incorporate. In particular, the
ability to take nonlinear hydrodynamical processes and their interactions with
other physical processes properly into account is limited. Hydrodynamical ef-
fects could in principle be implemented in a semi-analytical approach, but this
would require some kind of prior knowledge to identify the most important
consequences and insert their effects correctly by hand. It is not clear whether
the effort required to do so is less than that required to simulate the whole
problem including hydrodynamics self-consistently right from the start.
In this article, we study environmental effects on observable galaxy properties
such as colors, morphology, star formation rates, and magnitude-circular ve-
locity relations by means of numerical simulations. For these simulations, we
have adapted and applied the N-body (PM) + Eulerian hydro code (Piece-
wise Parabolic Method (Colella and Woodward 1984)) reported in Yepes, et al.
(1997), (YK3). As described below, this code is designed to model those pro-
cesses generally thought to be most relevant at the scales we are considering.
The universe is modeled as a 4-component medium consisting of dark matter,
stars, “hot” or ambient gas, and cold clouds. Star formation depends on the
local density of cold gas clouds and is regulated by the supernova feedback
loop. In particular, star formation is modeled by converting cold gas clouds
at a certain rate into discretized particles, each of which may be idealized
as representing a “starburst.” Stellar population synthesis models (Bruzual
and Charlot 1993) are then used to derive the luminosities and colors of the
resulting galaxies.
To add more breadth to our analysis of environmental effects, it is useful to
consider the evolution of this 4-component medium in the context of several
rather different cosmological scenarios:
(1) Standard unbiased Cold Dark Matter model (CDM).
(2) Model with a cosmological constant (ΛCDM).
(3) Broken Scale Invariance (BSI) (Kates et al 1995).
These distinct scenarios allow us to compare how different growth rates in
cosmological models (e.g., CDM vis. ΛCDM) and different epochs of structure
formation (CDM vis. BSI) affect the final properties of galaxies. However,
since it is difficult to control for confounding factors such as the influence of
the box size, this paper is not intended to distinguish a preferred cosmological
model.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the hydrodynami-
cal model used, describes the halo identification algorithm and the technique
for assigning luminosities to these halos and discusses the characteristics of
the numerical experiments. Section 3 describes the general properties of the
distribution of the four components of matter in the simulations. Section 4
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summarizes the quantitative analysis of the effects of environment on galaxy
properties. The conclusions are given in Section 5.
2 Simulations
2.1 Description of the hydrodynamical model
The code which we have applied to this problem has been designed and tested
(YK3) to provide a phenomenological description of the interaction between
the gas and the stellar component, simulating the physical processes most
relevant for galaxy formation:
(i) 3D hydrodynamics (including a shock capturing technique), (ii) the dynam-
ics of the interstellar medium, modeled as a two-phase medium (ii) radiative
and Compton cooling of the gas, (iii) star formation and heating of the gas
by supernovae explosions (”supernova feedback”).
Here, we summarize the equations governing the cooling of the gas, star for-
mation, and the effects of supernovae in a slightly simplified form. The main
characteristics of the code were discussed in detail in YK3.
The code models two mechanisms for transferring gas from the hot component
with density ρh to the cold component with density ρc: The latter (“cold
clouds”) are intended to represent structures where star formation occurs,
such as Giant Molecular Clouds in our galaxy. If the gas temperature in a
cell Th drops below Tlim = 2 × 104 K and the density of the gas exceeds a
threshold, all the hot gas in the cell is transferred to the cold component, thus
enabling star formation. The condition on the gas density is expressed in the
form ρgas > D ΩBρcr, where ΩBρcr is the mean density of the baryons in the
Universe. The adjustable parameter D is introduced (Mu¨cket and Kates 1997)
in order to take into account heating of the gas by an ionizing ultraviolet
background due to quasars and active galactic nuclei (Giroux and Shapiro
1986; Petitjean et al. 1995; Mu¨cket et al. 1996): at lower densities the gas
is significantly heated by the UV flux and cannot form stars. Here, we took
D = 100. This mechanism also prevents star formation outside of galaxies.
Another mechanism for formation of cold gas clouds is by means of the thermal
instability (McKee and Ostriker 1977). The temperature range for production
of cold clouds via thermal instability is taken to be Th < Tinst, where in this
paper Tinst ∼ 5× 105 K. To compute the rate of mass increase in cold clouds,
we suppose that all of the energy emitted by the hot gas is really lost by the
gas which goes from hot to cold. If we suppose in addition that the gas is ideal
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and cannot cool below Tlim, then we obtain the expression
(
dρh
dt
)
= −
(
dρc
dt
)
= −CΛr(ρh, Th)
γǫh − ǫc , (1)
where γ is the ration of specific heats of an ideal gas, ǫ is the thermal en-
ergy per unit mass of gas, Λr is the cooling rate due to radiation, and the
factor C = 1 − 10 is introduced to characterize the uncertain effects of unre-
solved substructure. Nevertheless, at it was shown in Y K3, the results are not
sensitive to the value of the C parameter.
Because of the frequent exchange of mass between the hot and cold gas phases,
it is reasonable to consider the hot gas and cold clouds as one fluid with rather
complicated chemical reactions going on within it. The two components are
assumed to be in local pressure equilibrium so that Pgas = Pc = Ph ≡ (γ−1)uh,
uh = ρhǫh, where u is the internal energy per unit volume and Pgas is the
internal gas pressure.
Star formation is assumed to occur only in cold clouds. Stars with masses
exceeding (10−20)M⊙ undergo supernova explosion within a single simulation
timestep. If we suppose that the stars that explode on this short timescale
constitute a fraction β of the total, the rate of formation of long-lived stars
becomes
dρ∗
dt
=
(1− β)ρc
t∗
, (2)
where t∗ = 10
8yr is the time scale for star formation. The value of β is sensitive
to the shape of the initial mas function (IMF), especially the lower limit. In
our simulations we have taken β = 0.12 corresponding to the Salpeter IMF. In
view of the uncertainties in supernova energy, the energy input due to lower-
mass stars, (7 − 10)M⊙, is not included here. The evaporation of cold clouds
in the interstellar medium due to supernova explosions is incorporated into
the code by supposing that the total mass of cold gas transferred to the hot
gas component is not just the mass in the star itself, but a factor of A times
the supernova mass. Each 1M⊙ of supernovae dumps 4.5 × 1049 ergs of heat
into the interstellar medium and evaporates a mass A ·M⊙ of cold gas. This
“supernova feedback parameter” A could well depend on local gas properties
such as density and chemical composition. Previous results (Y K3) point to a
large value of A. An especially sensitive test is provided by the Tully-Fisher
relation (Elizondo et al. 1998). Here, we will assume A to be constant and large
(A = 200) resulting in low efficiency of converting cold gas into stars. The mass
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transfer between different components, due to evaporation, is defined by:
(
dρh
dt
)
evap
= −
(
dρc
dt
)
evap
=
Aβρc
t∗
(3)
Another important effects of supernovae explosions is the injection of metals
to the surrounding gas, which modifies its cooling properties. In order to in-
corporate the effects of metallicity in our code, we assume solar abundance
in regions where previous star formation has occurred. Otherwise, the region
is not considered to be enriched with metals, and cooling rates for a gas of
primordial composition are assumed.
Because supernova feedback regulates star formation efficiency in halos, the
value of A would be expected to play an important role in the observational
consequences of our results. Hence, comparison with observations should pro-
vide useful information on supernova feedback. For this reason, several of the
simulations reported in Table (1) have been rerun with different values of
A, in order to study the effects of feedbacks on the observational properties
of galactic halos. In previous work, we have paid particular attention to the
effects of feedback on the characteristics of the magnitude-circular velocity
(Tully-Fisher) relation and on the faint end of the luminosity functions in
different photometric bands (Yepes and Elizondo 1997). We have seen that
supernova feedback is responsible mainly for the determination of the slope of
the Tully-Fisher: low A values (large reheating) makes the low circular velocity
halos fainter while hardly affecting the halos with large circular velocity. The
scatter of the relation is reduced when low A values are assumed, as compared
with large A values. In the case of no feedback (A = 0), we get slopes and
scatter that are inconsistent with the observational Tully-Fisher. Also, when
no feedback is assumed, we get a faint-end luminosity function which is too
steep (too many faint galaxies) as compared with the most recent estimates
for the B and K bands. More detailed information on this analysis can be
found elsewhere (Elizondo et al. 1998). Here, we will focus our study on a
possible dependence of the Tully-Fisher relation (see § 4.4) on environment.
2.2 Galaxy finding algorithm
Galaxy catalogs at selected redshifts were constructed from the simulation
data as described in YK3. Briefly, local maxima of the dark matter density
field are first identified on the grid. We next compute the mass inside spheres
of 2-cell radius ( 78 kpc) centered at the center of mass of the local particle
distribution. If the mass inside such a sphere exceeds the mass within a sphere
of overdensity 200, we mark the 2-cell sphere as a dm halo. Otherwise, we
repeat the process for a sphere of 1-cell radius ( 39 kpc). If the test succeeds,
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the matter within the sphere is assigned to the halo. If the test again fails,
the local maximum is not considered to be a halo. Some dm halos have zero
luminosity. In what follows, we use the term “galaxy” to refer to a halo with
nonzero luminosity.
2.3 Assignment of magnitudes and luminosities
In order to assign luminosities and colors to the halos in which stars have
formed, we need to know the spectral energy distribution (SED) S(λ, t) for
each halo as a function of time. This is possible since for each galaxy we have
a list of starbursts and, associated with each, its mass and time of formation.
These two parameters are sufficient for calculating the SED assuming an ap-
propriate model for stellar population synthesis. Among the numerous stellar
population synthesis models that have been proposed (see YK3 for references
and discussion) we have chosen the model of Bruzual & Charlot (1993), which
describes the time evolution (between 0 and 20 Gyr) of SED’s for a burst of
star formation under conditions of solar metallicity and a Salpeter initial mass
function, in accordance with the assumptions of the YK3 code.
Using this stellar population synthesis model, we compute the SED of each
galaxy according to
S(λ, t) =
∑
τi
Φ(τi)F(λ, t− τi), (4)
where Φ(τi) is the mass of stars in the halo produced at timestep τi , and
F(λ, t) is the SED due to a starburst of 1 M⊙ after an evolution time t.
To obtain the absolute luminosity Lf (t) in any given band, we convolve S(λ, t)
with the appropriate filter response function Rf (λ). Combining the Lf (t), we
then obtain the evolution of the color index of the numerical galaxy. (Of
course, the observed color of a real galaxy would be influenced by additional
factors such as the interaction of starlight with the surrounding plasma). We
have calculated the luminosities and colors of the galaxies in the various filters
comprising the Johnson UBVRIK system.
2.4 Parameters of the simulations
Regarding our simulations as numerical experiments, our goal was to obtain a
sufficiently large sample of “numerical galaxies” to permit reliable, i.e., statis-
tically significant comparisons with observational quantities. To this end, a set
of 11 simulations were performed for each of the CDM, ΛCDM (ΩΛ = 0.65),
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and BSI models. COBE normalization was taken and baryon fractions were
compatible with nucleosynthesis constraints (Smith et al. 1993) (ΩB = 0.051
for BSI and CDM, ΩB = 0.026 for ΛCDM ).
Due to limitations on computational resources affecting both the number of
particles and the number of cells, the selection of a simulation volume requires
a compromise among various considerations. On the one hand, we need to
resolve scales on the order of the size of a galaxy, implying high resolution,
but on the other hand the larger the volume, the more the simulations will
be representative of the range of environments possible in the cosmological
scenarios. Based on general considerations and on our experience with the
performance of the code, we have taken a size of 5 Mpc but with different
Hubble constants given by h = 0.7 for the ΛCDM model and h = 0.5 for
the CDM and BSI simulations. In what follows, all lengths and masses are
expressed relative to the corresponding Hubble constant of particular model
(i.e., the units are scaled to “real” megaparsecs, and there are no h terms).
Due to the small box size of our simulations, needed to properly resolve galax-
ies, most of the large-scale power of the density fluctuations is absent. In
order to characterize the effects of the missing longer-wave fluctuations on
the structures that are formed inside our boxes, we compute the linear theory
mass variance,
σ2L(R) =
kmax∫
2pi/L
e−k
2R2P (k)k2dk (5)
with a Gaussian filter of R = 0.5 Mpc for boxes of L = 5 Mpc and for boxes of
L = 10 Mpc. The resolution is the same in both cases (same kmax). Here, we
use a CDM power spectrum (Fig 5), but the results will be similar for other
models because the spectra are basically parallel in the range of wavenumbers
we are interested in. The ratio of mass variances is σ10(R = 0.5)/σ5(R =
0.5) = 1.12. This linear estimate suggests that on scales of 0.5 Mpc, which
is the one we will use to study the effects of environment, the effects of the
missing power will not be very important (∼ 12%).
The simulations reported were performed in two SGI Power Challenge super-
computers at the CEPBA (Centro Europeo de Parelismo de Barcelona). The
main characteristics of the simulations are given in Table (1).
The 11 simulations carried out for each model correspond to a total simulated
comoving volume of 1375 Mpc3. The total number of numerical galaxies gen-
erated is of the order of ∼ 450 for each model. This quantity of data permits
construction of a reasonably large sample (data base) suitable for carrying
out statistical analyses sensitive to the effects we would like to study and
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Table 1
Parameters of the simulations.
Parameters CDM ΛCDM ΛCDM BSI
ΩΛ 0 0.65 0.65 0
ΩB 0.051 0.026 0.026 0.051
Ωdm 0.949 0.324 0.324 0.949
h 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.5
Simulation Box at z = 0, (h−1Mpc) 2.5 3.5 3.5 2.5
Cell size at z = 0, (h−1kpc) 19 27 13.7 19
Number of cells 1283 1283 2563 1283
Number of realizations 11 11 1 11
Mass Resolution for dark matter (h−1M⊙) 2× 106 1.3× 106 1.6× 105 2× 106
Total Number of galaxies 447 442 50 649
Total number of bright galaxies (MB ≤ −16) 73 91 8 144
comparing with the appropriate observations.
2.5 Effects of resolution
In any cosmological hydrodynamical simulation, limitations on resolution give
rise to a smearing of internal structures, which constitutes a potential source of
error. The simulations reported here are no exception, because with a spatial
resolution of 10 kpc to 40 kpc, we clearly do not resolve the internal structure
of a galaxy. Limits on spatial resolution also degrade the time resolution of
star formation, which is also limited for other reasons. Time resolution, though
not often discussed, is of comparable importance to spatial resolution, because
moderate but recent bursts of star formation that are not properly resolved
(e.g., attributed to earlier times) can have a large effect on colors (see Fig. 2).
Having said all this, we note that for the most part global parameters (such
as the total luminosity or maximum of the rotational velocity) turn out to be
rather insensitive to resolution. This “robustness” was confirmed by compar-
ing results of simulations made with the same initial conditions, but run at
different resolutions. Some tests concerning the effects of the resolution were
presented in YK3 and in Elizondo et al (1998), but due to the importance of
this issue, we discuss some of them here:
In order to test the effects of spatial numerical resolution on the properties
of the halos, we have run one simulation for the ΛCDM model, with the
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Fig. 1. Effects of resolution on the circular velocity profile of the 4 most massive
galaxies found in one ΛCDM simulation run with two different resolutions: 1283 and
2563 (column 3 of Table 1). Solid line is the circular velocity for the high-resolution
simulation. Dashed lines correspond to the halos found in the same simulation but
with lower resolution. The vertical dotted line represents the limiting radius for
these galaxies according to our galaxy finding algorithm.
same box size and parameters as for the 11 simulations of the ΛCDM model
given in Table 1, but with 2563 particles and cells (i.e. 19.5 kpc comoving
and 2.3 × 105M⊙ mass per particle). We then reran this simulation at lower
resolution with 1283 particles and cells. The initial particle distribution was
generated according to the Zeldovich approximation. The displacement field
used for the 1283 grid was generated by aggregating the displacement field over
the 8 nearest-neighbor cells with respect to the 2563 grid. The high-resolution
simulation produces about ∼ 25% more galaxies, but the excess comprises
primarily faint galaxies. The individual massive halos remaining at the end
of evolution in both simulations could be identified one-to-one, which made
possible a detailed and reliable comparison of the effects of resolution in the
final observational properties of the halo distribution.
In Figure (1) we plot the circular velocity profile ((GM(r)/r)1/2) for the 4
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biggest halos found in the ΛCDM simulations mentioned above. As can be
seen, estimates of the circular velocity at the limiting radius for these halos
differ by less than 10%.
The “robustness” seen here can be understood if we consider the evolution
of the gas falling on a galaxy containing hot gas. For a large enough galaxy
(where the limit for “enough” does depend on resolution) the gas cannot be
pushed back too far even if the galaxy has a high star formation rate (SFR).
Because the gas density close to a galaxy is high, it appears that the cooling
time is always rather short (on cosmological scales). As the result, the gas
keeps falling back on to the galaxy, cools even faster, and gets converted into
stars. Because in our model the whole process of star formation from the gas
(which determines the SFR and thus the luminosity) is regulated mostly by
the rate of gas infall and by feedback (neither of which depend strongly on
resolution), the luminosity and colors of the galaxy are remarkably unbiased
with respect to resolution changes. However, there are clear limitations to
this weak dependence on resolution: Small galaxies (in our case Mtotal < 3 ×
1010M⊙) are indeed sensitive to the resolution, because in their case the depth
of the potential well is not accurately modeled.
In order to estimate the effects of numerical resolution on the morphologi-
cal assignment used in this paper (see section 4.2), we have computed the
color indices (U − B, B − V and R − K) of the halos for the ΛCDM simu-
lation run with 2563 particles and cells and those from the same halos found
in the simulation rerun with lower resolution ( 1283 particles and cells). Fig.
(2) shows the variation of the color indices as a function of the mass of ha-
los found in the lower-resolution simulation From this figure we can conclude
that the color indices of massive halos (i.e. M ≥ 3 × 1010M⊙) are not very
sensitive to resolution. Some of them do have bluer colors (specially U − B)
in the high-resolution simulation due to a recent burst of star formation in
those halos which did not occur in the low-resolution simulation. For these
halos, the morphological assignment according to colors would have been af-
fected by resolution. This is the sort of effect that would have been expected
and should be kept in mind when interpreting the results. Nevertheless, the
main conclusions of our qualitative study of the dependence of morphology on
environment appear not to be seriously affected.
3 General Properties of the Simulations
We begin our description of the simulation results in our CDM, ΛCDM and
BSI scenarios with some qualitative aspects of the simulated gas and dark
matter distributions.
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Fig. 2. Variation of the color indices (U−B, B−V and R−K) of the galaxies found
in one ΛCDM simulation run with two different resolutions: 1283 and 2563, as a
function of the halo mass. Filled circles represent galaxies brighter than MB ≤ −16.
Open circles represent faint galaxies (MB > −16).
3.1 Dark matter distribution
Fig. (3) and (4) show the distribution of dark matter particles at redshift
z = 0 for each realization of the three scenarios considered. (Since only 10% of
the particles have been plotted, some of the structures appear slightly washed
out). One sees that both CDM and ΛCDM have given rise to numerous galax-
ies, with one predominant massive (M ∼ 1012M⊙) galaxy generated by merger
of different halos during the course of its evolution. In both cases, one observes
a significant number of less massive halos distributed in a transitory (but still
present) filament. In many simulations, the most massive galaxy is accompa-
nied by neighboring halos with a mass of the order of M ∼ 5×1010M⊙, which
are destined to be absorbed by the main galaxy due to the intense gravita-
tional attraction. A general trend in our results is that the massive halos in
CDM are the product of a larger number of collapses than the ”correspond-
ing” structures in in ΛCDM. This difference is especially evident in the four
12
Fig. 3. 3-dimensional distribution of 10% of the dark matter particle at z = 0 for
4 of the 11 realizations. The first column represents CDM realizations, the second
ΛCDM (LCDM) and the third is for the BSI. Each group of realizations (CDM,
ΛCDM and BSI) was performed with the same random phases. The random seed
chosen for the generation of the phases is indicated in each box. The box size is 5
Mpc
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Fig. 4. Same as in Fig. 3 but for the star particle distribution.
CDM realizations shown in Fig. 3) and (4), in which the massive galaxy is
just merging with a neighbor or has just devoured one, whereas in the corre-
sponding ΛCDM realizations the galaxies are still approaching. In the same
manner, clustering is more pronounced in CDM than in the other scenarios.
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This result might at first seem puzzling in ΛCDM, since all other things be-
ing equal, the time available for evolution tends to be longer in models with
a cosmological constant. However, our choice of parameters implies a similar
evolutionary time for all the models under consideration, and hence the degree
of clustering depends mainly on the initial power spectrum. As seen in Fig.
(5), the CDM spectrum has a larger amplitude at the scales considered than
ΛCDM; this difference is sufficient to explain the disparity between the two
models.
Fig. 5. Power spectrum for eight of the most popular cosmological scenarios, at the
scales relevant for our analysis. All of them are COBE normalized.
In the BSI models, the differences are even greater. The distribution of mat-
ter appears much more diffuse and the filaments more evident (see simulation
11978). The number of halos is much greater, but they are less strongly clus-
tered than in the other two models (see 12278). The larger halos generated
in BSI generally have lower masses than the corresponding ones in CDM and
ΛCDM. It is evident that fewer mergers of halos have occurred and that the
halos are distributed more evenly within the simulation volume. This property
may also be attributed to the lower amplitude of the fluctuation spectrum.
Nonetheless, there is a systematic relation in the evolution in CDM and BSI,
since the spectra are essentially parallel in the dynamical range studied here.
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Hence, aside from an overall delay in the dynamical evolution of BSI mod-
els relative to the corresponding CDM realization, there is a great similarity
in those dynamical properties and structures of the two models which de-
pend mainly on the dark matter distribution (clustering, matter distribution,
masses, etc.). Nonetheless, as will be seen in what follows, there are no cor-
respondingly simple relations characterizing those properties which depend
mainly on the baryonic component.
The above discussion concerning the similarity of BSI and CDM power spectra
hardly applies to the ΛCDM model. The observable properties, especially with
respect to the baryonic component in ΛCDM and CDM, are even more distinct
due to the differences in the quantity of dark and baryonic matter, in expansion
rates, and in the Hubble parameter.
3.2 Characteristic evolutionary stages of dark and stellar matter in the sce-
narios
Numerical simulations offer a useful opportunity for studying how the distinct
properties of halos evolve. Some qualitative insight into the evolution of the
particle distribution is provided by Fig (6). The dark matter evolution from
z = 3 to z = 0 is illustrated for the realization 67736 of all three scenarios
(to be studied in more detail below). In these figures, one sees that CDM and
ΛCDM follow a similar evolution up to about z ∼ 1. Henceforth, a greater
rate of collapse is observed in CDM.
A partial explanation is provided within the linear perturbation theory. In Fig
7 we plot the growth of the rms density fluctuations, as predicted by linear
theory, in the 3 models. As can be seen, the growth rates for both ΛCDM
and CDM are very similar up to z ∼ 1, when the effects of the cosmological
constant become relatively important (e.g. (Peebles 1980)). Before this epoch,
there are some differences in the linear growth of fluctuations due to different
power spectra and matter content. Nonetheless, similar structures are devel-
oped in both models up to z ∼ 1. At later epochs, the growth rate of the
density contrast in ΛCDM decreases almost to zero , which would explain the
difference between its collapse time dependence and that of CDM.
The time scale for structure formation is also much longer in BSI. At z =
3, small zones are generated in which matter accumulates leading to some
star formation, although the overall distribution of dark matter is still rather
uniform. It is not until about z = 1 that a population resembling galaxies can
be identified. Fig. (8) shows the number of numerical galaxies formed in all
the BSI and CDM simulations at various redshifts (upper panel). In CDM,
the number of galaxies formed has its maximum at z = 3. Subsequently, the
16
Fig. 6. Redshift evolution, from z = 3 to z = 0, of the dark matter particle dis-
tribution for the realization 67736 in the three cosmological scenarios. 10% of dark
particles are shown.
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Fig. 7. Redshift evolution, of the RMS density fluctuations in a 5 Mpc box as
predicted by linear theory, for the three cosmological scenarios.
coalescence rate exceeds the formation rate, leading to a decrease of the total
number. In contrast, the number of galaxies in BSI does not attain a maximum
till z ∼ 0.25, reaching a value similar to the maximum in CDM.
The galaxy mass function is shown in the lower panel. In CDM, the percentage
of halos with mass in the range 1010M⊙ < M ≤ 1011M⊙ is about 23% for z = 4;
already at this redshift there are quite massive galaxies present (3% of the
galaxies with masses exceeding 1011M⊙). In contrast, the BSI model in this box
only yields 4% of galaxies with a mass in the range 1010M⊙ < M ≤ 1011M⊙,
and not a single one more massive than 1011M⊙ at z = 4. This relative delay
in generating objects poses serious difficulties for this model, considering the
presence of objects detected at z ∼ 4 in some observations (Petitjean et al.
1996).
Returning to the similarity in structures generated in BSI at z = 0.25 with
those of CDM at z = 3, we note that the relative delay in evolution is directly
related to the difference in amplitude, δε = 9, between the power spectra
PCDM(k) and PBSI(k) at the scales of interest (Fig. (5)); in linear theory, one
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1+z
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Fig. 8. Redshift evolution of the total number of numerical galaxies found in all
realizations of the BSI and CDM simulations (upper panel). Lower panel shows the
evolution of the percentages of galactic type halos for three different mass ranges,
in the BSI (dashed line) and CDM (solid line) simulations.
may obtain an expression relating the epochs of similarly developed structures
in the two models:
zCDM =
√
δε(zBSI + 1)− 1. (6)
Hence, the visual impression of similar structure at different redshifts can be
explained by the relationship between the spectral amplitudes of the models.
3.3 Distribution of the baryonic component
Up to now, the information discussed is of the sort available from numerous
N-body simulations. The inclusion of the various gas components in our simu-
lations provides a basis for describing the properties of the baryons. Although
the motion of the starburst particles is simulated by N-body techniques, their
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generation is directly related to the dynamics of the gas. Fig. (9) shows the
densest region of simulation 67736 at z = 0 in the three cosmological sce-
narios. It shows density isocontours of dark matter for ρdm = 30ρcr and of
star density for ρ∗ = 5ρcr. Note that number of halos varies from model to
model, being larger in BSI and smaller in ΛCDM. Many halos are not capable
of generating enough stars; these dark halos are not seen in the dark matter
particle distribution because of the low percentage of particles plotted. BSI
exhibits a larger number of halos with stellar formation as well as a more
homogeneous distribution and less merging, corresponding to a hierarchical
structure scenario at a relatively early stage of evolution.
It is interesting to note in Fig. (9) that the ability of the numerical model to
generate a stellar component in the halo provides us with much more complete
information about the internal structure of the halo. In this way, for the CDM
scenario it is possible to identify two components of star formation in the
interior of a halo, thus allowing one to describe the internal structure in much
more detail than simply using dark matter. In particular, this type of analysis
allows identification of several galaxies within one halo, which is important
for drawing conclusions regarding the degree of collapse in a given galaxy
formation model. This is an important advantage compared to N-body dark
matter simulations, in which interacting halos mix and do not allow precise
determination of the existence of several components in the same halo.
A description of the gas distribution and temperature provides information
on the dynamical evolution of the gas, as well as on the locations and the
conditions under which stars are generated. Fig. (10) illustrates the ρgas =
ρcr density isocontour. To gain more insight into gas dynamics, this surface
has been shaded according to the gas temperature in the isocontour. The
temperature ranges from T ∼ 5 × 105 K (red shading) , T ∼ 3 − 4 × 105 K
(yellow), T ∼ 2.5× 105 K (green) and T ∼ 5× 104 K (blue). An isocontour of
lower gas density ρgas = 0.5ρcr is also shown in Fig. (11) with the same color
scheme. In addition, the regions of gas temperature T = 2 × 105 K (cloudy
structure shape) are shown. The two figures reveal a predominant filamentary
structure for the low-density gas regions. These filaments become more evident
at lower density contours.
The most evident difference among the three scenarios is the existence of more
filaments in BSI, compared to a lower number in CDM and ΛCDM, where the
filaments are depleted. A general characteristic of the gas distribution is that
the temperature of the density contour is higher where filaments intersect. This
higher temperature can be explained as a consequence of accretion shocks (see
below) and partly due to the explosion of supernovae produced within halos.
The low-density gas at a temperature of T ∼ 105 K tends to expand. One
sees that this gas expands into regions devoid of filaments. Considering that
we are comparing the same density contours in the three scenarios, we note
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Fig. 9. 3D Isodensity contours of dark matter (transparent grey) for ρdm = 30 ρcr
and of star density (yellow shading) for ρ∗ = 5 ρcr corresponding to the real-
ization 67736 at z = 0 in the three different scenarios: (a) CDM, (b) ΛCDM
and (c) BSI. The region shown corresponds to the position of the most massive
halo generated in the simulations. Full color figures are available in GIFF format
at:http://astrosg.ft.uam.es/∼gustavo/newast
a significant difference in the typical volume of faint gas surrounding halos in
the respective scenarios. This volume is largest in CDM as a consequence of
the higher collapse rate, as seen in Fig. (9) .
In Fig. (12) we show a gas density contour of 0.25ρcr. The region shown is as
in Fig. (9), i.e., the position of the most massive halo generated. Because of
the lower value of the density on this contour, one sees that the filamentary
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Fig. 10. 3D isodensity contour of the gas distribution for ρgas = ρcr corresponding
to the realization 67736 at z = 0 in the three cosmological scenarios: (a) CDM, (b)
ΛCDM and (c) BSI. The surface has been colored according to the gas temperature
in this isodensity contour: red T ∼ 5 × 105 K, yellow T ∼ 4 − 3 × 105 K, green
T ∼ 2.5 × 105 K and blue T ∼ 5 × 104 K. Full color figures are available in GIFF
format at:http://astrosg.ft.uam.es/∼gustavo/newast
structure is more prominent. Superimposing the two figures demonstrates how
dark matter halos are located in the bubbles of filaments. Moreover, those
halos which have generated stars tend to be found in gas regions of hotter
gas, illustrating the relation between active star formation and heating of the
gas. We may conclude that star formation predominates in the most massive
galaxies as well as in lower-mass objects located in relatively dense filaments.
Isolated low-mass halos generate fewer stars, because the supply of gas is
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 10 but for ρgas = 0.5 ρcr. The regions of
gas temperature T ∼ 2 × 105 K are also shown, (transparent light
brown color surface). Full color figures are available in GIFF format
at:http://astrosg.ft.uam.es/∼gustavo/newast
depleted after the first stars form and is not replenished. The degree of this
effect depends of course on supernova feedback. For low values of A, large
pressure gradients tend to develop, expelling gas more efficiently from shallow
potential wells.
As can be seen in the figures, the characteristic large-scale structure exhibited
by the gas distribution is filamentary. However, even if the density contour
is lowered somewhat, the dark matter does not exhibit such structures. One
would need to go to densities lower than the mean density to see such struc-
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 10 but for ρgas = 0.25 ρcr. The region shown
is the same as in Fig. 9. Full color figures are available in GIFF format
at:http://astrosg.ft.uam.es/∼gustavo/newast
tures in the dark matter distribution. In order to explain why the gas shows
this morphology, we recall the arguments of Bond et al. (1996), who demon-
strate that the first structure formed due to the growth of dark matter fluctu-
ations is the filamentary distribution. This initial structure imposes itself on
the gas by gravitational attraction. Meanwhile, the dark matter continues to
evolve, falling toward the nodes at the filament intersections (higher density
regions), generating halos and eventually depleting the filaments. However,
the gas does not fall freely due to the opposing force of pressure gradients and
tends to trace the filaments despite their rather low density contrast in the
dark matter component.
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Fig. 13. A slice cut through the most massive halo of realization 67736 of CDM for
three simulations with different feedback parameter: (a) A = 200, (b) A = 50, (c)
A = 0 and (d) No feedback. Gas temperature in this slice has been color coded:
white T ≥ 1.5 × 106 K, red T ∼ 1 − 1.5 × 106 K, yellow T ∼ 7 × 105 K, green
T ∼ 4 × 105 K and blue T < 2.5 × 105 K. The gas velocity field is also shown.
Arrow sizes are proportional to velocity moduli. Black line contours represent the
gas density in this slice and are equally spaced in steps of 0.03ρcr. The position of
the massive halo has been shifted to the center of the simulation box in order to
show the whole structure around it.
An observation with important implications for this paper concerns how gas
flows around massive halos. In Fig. (13), we show the temperature, gas density
contours and the gas velocity field for a slice cut through the center of the most
massive halo found in the CDM 67736 simulation. In order to see the effects
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of the supernova feedback loop on gas dynamics, we plot slices corresponding
to the same simulation run with 3 different A values. (In these figures, the box
coordinates have been transformed to put the halo at the center.) The low-
density, high-temperature, gas occupies the void regions surrounding the halo,
generated by accretion shocks which tends to impede the penetration of this
tenuous gas toward the center. Most of the gas which is incorporated into the
halo enters along the filaments in this case. This observation does not support
the hypothesis of spherical collapse, which is one of the main assumptions of
semi-analytical models (Kauffmann et al. 1993; Lacey and Cole 1993) implying
at the very least that this hypothesis is not always an accurate approximation
to the dynamics.
The “cavern” around the massive halo, delineated by the shock fronts, is big-
ger (∼ 1.5 Mpc in size) and the gas is hotter for the simulation with A = 50,
which corresponds to high reheating of the gas from supernovae explosions (see
YK3). Thus, the gas temperature at the shock front is ∼ 106 K for the A = 50
simulation, while for the A = 0 and A = 200 simulations the temperature
drops to ∼ 1−4×105 K respectively. Another feature that can be appreciated
in these figures is that the gas density gradient is less steep around the halo
for simulations with supernova feedback than for the simulation without it
(A = 0). Note, however that the simulation with A = 0 was run taking into
account the effects of metal enrichment and enhanced cooling, as described in
Section 2.1. In order to check the effects of our modeling of metal production,
we have also rerun the same simulation assuming primordial composition ev-
erywhere, as well as with no feedback. In Fig 13-(d), we plot the results for
this simulation. Two important effects are clearly visible. On the one hand,
the size of the cavern is considerably larger than for A = 0 with metal en-
richment (Fig 13-(c)), and the shape is more spherical. The temperature of
the gas at the shock front is comparable to the simulation with high reheating
from supernovae (Fig 13-(b)). The gas has expanded in this simulation with
respect to the A = 0 simulation due to the larger pressure gradients. Star for-
mation is considerably lower in the central halo, when primordial composition
is assumed. Luminosity for this halo is ∼ 1.5 magnitudes fainter than for the
corresponding halo in the simulation with A = 0 and metal enrichment. These
results show that effects of metallicity enrichment are important and cannot
be neglected in simulations with star formation.
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4 Effects of environment on galaxy properties
4.1 Characterization of galaxy environment
There are many aspects of ”environment” that one might wish to charac-
terize and study. Here, we consider perhaps the most basic characteristic of
environment, which is straightforward to quantify in an objective way: the
average density of dark matter in the region about the halo (referred to as
”ambient density” in what follows). Specifically, we convolve the density on
the grid (with origin at the center of mass of the halo) with a Gaussian window
function of characteristic width σ = 0.5 Mpc:
〈ρ〉 =
∫
ρ W (r) d3r∫
W (r) d3r
; where W (r) = exp(−r2/2σ) (7)
In Fig. (14) we plot halo mass vs. ambient dark matter overdensity for all
the halos found in our simulations. Less massive halos (1-cell radius) are dis-
tributed through the full range of densities. The solid lines in the figure repre-
sent the minimum dark mass overdensity due simply to the presence of a halo
of a given mass, i.e., if it were completely isolated (no dark matter concentra-
tion outside the halo volume within a distance of 0.5 Mpc). For a halo of a
given mass, the farther a point is separated from this limiting line, the higher
the ambient density. For the less evolved BSI model, most halos are located
in filaments (see § 3.1), whose dark matter distribution is not very clumpy.
Therefore, the overdensities of BSI halos on a 0.5 Mpc scale are almost always
larger than those of a corresponding isolated object. For CDM, in contrast,
the dark matter distribution is clumpier, and a larger proportion of halos are
located in rather isolated regions.
The dark matter densities in which halos are found range from 0.1ρ¯dm up to
about 50ρ¯dm in CDM and ΛCDM. This range of densities corresponds to the
environment of field galaxies up to small groups at the high end. The dark
matter distribution at z = 0 in BSI is more homogeneous than in the other
two scenarios due to the less advanced stage of evolution, and the range of
surrounding densities is correspondingly lower.
4.2 Dependence of morphology of galaxies on environment
The relationship between the properties of galaxies and their environment is
a controversial subject that has been studied from a number of theoretical
aspects. These include morphology - density (MD) relations, i.e., correlations
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Fig. 14. Relation between halo mass and ambient dark matter overdensity. The
ambient density (〈ρ〉) is computed by convolving the grid density with a Gaussian
filter of width 0.5 Mpc. The overdensity is the ratio of (〈ρ〉) to (ρ¯dm), the mean
dark matter density in the simulation box . Points represent halos computed in a
two-cell radius; crosses denote halos in a one-cell radius, according to our galaxy
finding algorithm (see text). Solid lines represent the minimum overdensity a halo
would have if it were completely isolated.
between the probability of finding galaxies of particular morphological types
and the density of their local surroundings. (Dressler 1980). The dependence of
the fraction of galaxies belonging to the various morphological types on their
environment is well established observationally. This dependence is especially
evident when one compares populations of field and cluster galaxies (Hubble
and Humason 1931) or of clusters of varying richness (Oemler 1974; Dressler
1980). Observations have established that, both inside and outside of clusters,
the abundance of elliptical and lenticular galaxies relative to spirals increases
as a function of the density of the environment.
Of particular interest in the context of cosmology and large-scale structure are
those effects resulting from interactions between galaxies, encompassing phe-
nomena ranging from small perturbations due to relatively distant neighbors
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up to strong distortions caused by close encounters, galactic cannibalism, or
merging of systems of comparable mass. Examples of such processes are fre-
quently seen in the simulations reported here (see Figs.(3) and (4)).
A review of processes that could contribute significantly to MD relations may
be found in (Whitmore 1990). These include the following:
• Consequences of the initial conditions of formation, such as more rapid
star formation during the collapse of galaxies falling toward the center of a
protocluster, leading to elliptical galaxies in the center.
• Consequences of subsequent evolution.
• Interactions with the environment, such as 1) compression and evaporation
of gas in galaxies passing through dense regions, thus inhibiting star forma-
tion and producing lenticular galaxies at the expense of spirals, or 2) loss of
gas and stars due to tidal interactions in galaxies falling toward the center
of a cluster and finally resulting in formation of galaxies of type cD.
• Interactions between neighboring galaxies, including 1) merging of spiral
galaxies resulting in the formation of ellipticals at the center of a cluster or
2) galactic cannibalism of cD galaxies.
Observational evidence for the formation of elliptical galaxies due to merging
of spiral galaxies has been accumulating during the last 10 years (Schweizer
1986).
The existence of interactions is firmly established both observationally and
theoretically. Nonetheless, certain questions crucial to proper modeling of
galaxies have not yet been resolved satisfactorily, such as 1) the frequency
of such events both at present and in the past and 2) whether these interac-
tions are an essential or even dominant feature in galactic evolution. In other
words: To what extent are the observational properties of galaxies governed
by environmental effects as opposed to initial conditions?
Hydrodynamical simulations can clearly contribute to our theoretical under-
standing of MD relationships: For the range of densities covered by our sim-
ulations, the main mechanisms influencing the MD relationship are mergers,
tidal forces, and other interactions. A typical illustration may be found in Fig.
(9).
Our procedure is as follows: Due to the limited spatial resolution of our study,
which prevents a direct morphological classification, we have assigned a mor-
phological type to each halo identified in the simulations according to the
position it occupies in the UBV color diagram. (Of course, one should be
aware that due to the large dispersion in the range of colors corresponding
to each morphological type, this assignment on the basis of color gives only
an approximation to the true morphology.) Once we have a precise working
definition of the ”environment” of the halos and their ”morphological clas-
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Fig. 15. Color-color diagram for galaxies brighter than MB ≤ −16 in the CDM
simulations. The long-dashed line represents the UBV position for main-sequence
stars of luminosity class V. The short-dashed line provides a reference for galaxies.
Along this line, galaxies of different morphological types are indicated in the position
corresponding to their average colors. Upper panel: galaxies with M ≤ 3× 1011M⊙;
lower panel: galaxies with M > 3 × 1011M⊙. Galaxies located in environments of
ambient density 〈ρ〉/ρ¯dm > 30 are denoted by stars; those with 10 < 〈ρ〉/ρ¯dm ≤ 30
are indicated by pentagons, those with 3 < 〈ρ〉/ρ¯dm ≤ 10 by triangles, and those
with 〈ρ〉/ρ¯dm ≤ 3 by circles.
sifications”, it is then possible to analyze the morphological dependence of
galaxies on environment.
Figs. (15), (16) and (17) are color-color diagrams (U − B vs. B − V ) for
galactic halos compiled from all the simulations in the respective scenarios.
Only galaxies with MB ≤ −16 are plotted. The upper panels show galaxies
of mass M ≤ 3 × 1011M⊙, represented by different symbols according to the
density of their environment. The lower panels show galaxies of massM > 3×
1011M⊙. The long-dashed (lower) curve represents the main sequence for stars
of luminosity class V. The short-dashed line represents colors of galaxies with
different Hubble morphological sequence index, T , originally introduced by de
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Fig. 16. Color-color diagram for galaxies brighter than MB ≤ −16 in the ΛCDM
simulations. Panels and symbols as in Fig. 15.
Vaucouleurs & de Vaucoleurs (1964) in the First Reference Catalogue of Bright
Galaxies (RC1). It ranges from +10 (irregulars) at the upper left to −6 (E0)
at the lower right. Along this line, galaxies of different morphological types are
indicated in the position corresponding to their average colors computed from
the RC3 catalogue (de Vaucouleurs et al 1991). The dispersion of color indices
for galaxies of different morphological type ranges from 0.04, for ellipticals
(T = −5) up to 0.1, for the irregulars (T = 10). (See Buta et al (1994) for
further details).
In the CDM scenario (Fig. (15)) we obtain a correlation between ambient
density and morphology. For the more massive objects, (lower panel) lenticular
and elliptical galaxies tend to be generated in environments of ambient density
〈ρ〉50 > 30ρ¯dm. These objects are relatively isolated from other bright halos,
having formed from coalescencing smaller halos. The relationships as simulated
dynamically are thus consistent with the picture of generation of elliptical
galaxies from spirals.
The rest of the halos are distributed along the line associated with various
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Fig. 17. Color-color diagram for galaxies brighter than MB ≤ −16 in the BSI sim-
ulations. Panels and symbols as in Fig. 15.
morphologies: in regions of elevated density (10 < 〈ρ〉50/ρ¯dm ≤ 30; pentagons
in the lower panel) one finds mostly massive spirals and hardly any irregulars.
In the upper panel, less massive galaxies predominate in low-density environ-
ments (〈ρ〉50/ρ¯dm ≤ 3), characterized by spiral morphology. There are also
low-mass irregulars, but note that these are often located in intermediate or
high-density environments (10 < 〈ρ〉50/ρ¯dm ≤ 30).
The ΛCDM scenario (Fig. (16)) does not lead to lenticular or elliptical galaxies
within the range of ambient densities obtained here (corresponding to groups
of galaxies). This is not necessarily a shortcoming of the scenario, but could
simply be a consequence of our limited dynamical simulation range. However,
in contrast to CDM, it does yield massive irregular galaxies, while spirals
predominate. The low-mass halos are also located in low-density environments,
with spirals predominating. The absence of ellipticals and spirals of type Sa
may be attributed to the lower merger rate of halos in ΛCDM compared
to CDM. This fact implies that the probability of finding field ellipticals in
ΛCDM is much lower than in CDM. In order to be able to simulate ellipticals
in ΛCDM, one would need to model larger volumes containing some regions
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of higher ambient density.
Another peculiarity of ΛCDM is a greater tendency for blue galaxies, contrary
to what one might initially expect from a scenario with cosmological constant,
if galaxies have had more time to evolve and thus become redder. Recall
however, that here the parameters of each cosmological scenario have been
chosen to yield an age of the universe similar to the CDM case (∼ 13 × 109
years) and a comparable time for evolution of galaxies. We will explain the
relative redness of the CDM galaxy sample in section 4.3.
Finally, the BSI scenario Fig. (17) gives galaxies that are more concentrated
in the blue regime. There is an excess of irregulars. Now, in the box simulated
here, halo environments denser than 20ρ¯dm (Fig. (14)) are not realized in
BSI as a result of the lower spectral amplitude. (Such environments could
be realized in BSI if much larger scales were simulated.) As a consequence,
ellipticals are not formed in simulations on this scale.
Earlier, we remarked that BSI as realized in a small box resembles an earlier
stage of CDM. One consequence is that spiral galaxies of BSI located in re-
gions of intermediate ambient density (pentagons in the lower panel) would
presumably evolve further and end up as ellipticals and lenticulars, thus re-
sembling the presently found CDM structures. Another way of looking at this
point is that in a true BSI universe there would be some dense regions due
to nonlinear effects on much larger scales, and in these regions the evolution
could proceed on a timescale comparable to that of the CDM models realized
here. Hence, it is reasonable to suppose that a true BSI universe would indeed
produce ellipticals in dense regions at present.
In spite of these trends, the theoretical MD relationships emerging from our
simulations are not as simple as might be inferred from the above remarks. For
example, returning to Fig. (15) one can appreciate the quite diverse morpholo-
gies produced according to the CDM scenario in high-density environments,
ranging from Sd spirals to ellipticals. Thus, in addition to reproducing known
trends quite naturally, our model appears capable of generating the complex-
ity of conditions required for producing galaxies with a range of morphological
characteristics. Because of the close relationship between morphology and star
formation, we will now look more closely at the dependence of star formation
on the environment, in order to understand the MD relationship in more de-
tail.
4.3 Dependence of the star formation rate on environment
The influence of the ambient density on the star formation rate (SFR) is not
yet well understood. At least two effects influencing the SFR in high-density
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Fig. 18. Redshift evolution of the Star Formation Rate for halos found in all CDM
simulations. Left column: galaxies with M ≤ 3 × 1011M⊙. Right column: galaxies
with M > 3× 1011M⊙. Each column is divided depending upon the density of the
environments where galaxies are located: low density (〈ρ〉50/ρ¯dm ≤ 10), medium
density (10 < 〈ρ〉50/ρ¯dm ≤ 30) and high density (〈ρ〉50/ρ¯dm > 30). Only galaxies
with MB ≤ −16 are plotted.
regions are conceivable (Maia et al. 1994). On the one hand, the SFR could be
enhanced by tidal interactions triggering star formation, possibly in the form
of bursts (Bushouse 1986; Kennicutt et al. 1987). On the other hand, in the
very high density regions in the core of clusters, close galaxy encounters lead
to a depletion of interstellar gas and thus preferentially leave anemic spirals
in clusters of galaxies (Dressler 1984).
The range of densities obtained for our numerical galaxies corresponds to the
environment of field galaxies up to small groups at the high end. In addition,
as mentioned earlier, close encounters, galactic cannibalism, and merging of
systems of comparable mass are frequently encountered processes in the sim-
ulations reported here (see Figs.(3) and (4)). Hence, our study allows analysis
of the SFR in an environmental situation of low density and frequent galaxy
encounters.
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Fig. 19. Same as in Fig. 18 but for the ΛCDM simulations.
In Figures (18) and (19) , the evolution with redshift of the SFR for bright
(MB ≤ −16) halos found in all simulations for the CDM and ΛCDM models
is presented. The graphics in the left hand column correspond to galaxies with
masses M ≤ 3× 1011M⊙, while those with M > 3× 1011M⊙ are shown in the
right hand column. These groups of galaxies have been subdivided in turn into
three groups according to the ambient density at their location: in environ-
ments of low density (〈ρ〉50/ρ¯dm ≤ 10), medium density (10 < 〈ρ〉50/ρ¯dm ≤ 30)
and high density 〈ρ〉50/ρ¯dm > 30, (upper, middle, and lower panels, respec-
tively).
Note that this classification according to the environment takes into account
the value of the density of material surrounding the galaxy at the current
epoch (z=0), whereas the true density at the redshifts for which the SFR is
plotted is not available. Thus, the current density is used as a surrogate for the
density at the time of star formation and obviously is not a perfect indicator.
As shown in Figures (18) and (19), the SFR’s of the least massive halos do
not exhibit any clearly defined correlation with their environment. A plausible
explanation is that the SFR of less-massive halos depends mainly on their
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capacity to hold on to the gas, since there are several competing processes
that can inhibit or stimulate star formation. Since these various processes have
comparable magnitudes, it is not surprising that there are no clear trends in
the dependence of the SFR on environment in less massive halos.
In contrast, for massive halos (M > 3 × 1011M⊙ ) in CDM simulations, a
drop of the SFR from z ≈ 1 to z = 0 is clearly seen. This drop is steeper for
halos located in higher-density environments. A drop is also seen in ΛCDM
simulations, albeit less pronounced. Typically, this drop in the star formation
rate was associated with an apparent depletion of the cold gas available for
star formation in the central regions of the halos. The dynamics of the supply
of cold gas are complicated due to the supernovae feedback loop: Cold gas can
be depleted if cooling is too slow compared with heating processes. Mergers
tend to supply additional heat to the gas in the form of shocks. Hence one
explanation for the star formation drop could be the increased frequency of
mergers, which are characteristic for this period of evolution (see Fig. (6)).
As we have seen in the course of this paper, in the CDM model the collapse
rate is larger than in ΛCDM, which explains the difference in the degree of
decrease in the SFR among the models and the larger number of reddened
galaxies predicted by the CDM model, as we saw in Section 4.2.
4.4 Possible dependence of the Tully-Fisher relation on environment
The empirical relationship between luminosity and line width of spiral galaxies
(Tully and Fisher 1977; Pierce and Tully 1988; 1992) is one of the most use-
ful tools in cosmology, most notably when applied to modeling of large-scale
velocity fields and to determination of the Hubble constant (see, e.g., Strauss
& Willick (1995)).
There is some evidence supporting the existence of a ”universal” TF relation
for field and cluster galaxies. Bothun et al (1984); Richter and Huchtmeier
(1984); Giuricin et al (1986) and Biviano et al (1990) did not observe any
dependence of the exponent of the TF relation in environments ranging from
cluster to field galaxies. However, it is difficult to exclude the possibility of
various systematic biases such as hidden dependence on environment (Pierce
and Tully 1988; 1992).
Hence, the universality of the Tully-Fisher (TF) relation remains an open
question. If present, environmental bias in distance determination could have
important consequences for mapping the large-scale velocity field. In view of
the importance of this relation in cosmology and the difficulty of ascertaining
the universality by empirical studies (which must rely on adequate statistics),
a theoretical prediction of invariance or expected bias would be quite useful.
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Table 2
Parameters of the linear fits (a, b) and correlation coefficients (r) for the residuals of
the Magnitude-Circular velocity relation in different luminosity bands as a function
of the color indices of the numerical galaxies.
a b r
Model CI B R I B R I B R I
U −B 1.36 0.76 0.64 -0.08 -0.05 -0.04 0.58 0.42 0.38
CDM
B − I 1.34 0.77 0.66 -2.35 -1.34 -1.15 0.64 0.47 0.42
U −B 1.98 1.25 1.01 0.11 0.05 0.05 0.68 0.54 0.50
ΛCDM
B − I 2.17 1.41 1.24 -3.56 -2.32 -2.05 0.76 0.62 0.58
U −B 1.63 0.83 0.65 0.30 0.15 0.11 0.61 0.40 0.34
BSI
B − I 1.89 1.08 0.89 -2.89 -1.65 -1.36 0.79 0.59 0.52
Using the numerical galaxies formed in our simulations, we have derived the-
oretical relations analogous to the observed Tully-Fisher (TF) relations in
various photometric bands, for the three different cosmological models We
found that the observed slopes, zero-points, and scatter of the TF relations
are reproduced with reasonable accuracy by models with a cosmological con-
stant (ΛCDM) or models with broken scale invariance (BSI) , while standard
unbiased CDM leads to different slopes and/or zero points of the relation
(Elizondo 1996; Elizondo et al. 1998).
In order to derive a theoretical TF relation, it is necessary to model the circular
velocity of our numerical galaxies. Unfortunately, the spatial resolution of
39 kpc does not permit an accurate estimate of rotational velocities directly
from the simulation data. Therefore, we devised an operational procedure for
assigning “rotational velocities”, defined by the depth of the gravitational
potential: vgrav =
√
GM/r, where M is the total mass of a galaxy within its
assigned radius r (1 or 2 cells, i.e. 39 or 78 kpc). We have tested this procedure
for internal consistency with other indicators as reported in (Elizondo et al.
1998). In addition, we find that the simulated TF relation for our galaxies is
stable with respect to variations in the details of the halo finding algorithm
used and changes in the spatial resolution of the simulations. The resolution
check was carried out by comparing the 2563 and 1283 ΛCDM simulations
reported in Section 2.5). Hence, we can be reasonably confident that our results
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Fig. 20. Residuals, after correcting by color effect (see text), of the magni-
tude-circular velocity relation in the B band as a function of the ambient overdensity
< ρdm >0.5 /ρ¯dm. Galaxies with M ≥ 3× 1011M⊙ are denoted with dark hexagons,
open circles represent halos with 3× 1010M⊙ < M < 3× 1011M⊙ and crosses indi-
cate faint halos with MB > −16 y M ≤ 3× 1010M⊙ (not taken into account in the
fits).
primarily reflect the implications of our model for galaxies rather than the
details of the numerical procedures used here.
In this section, we continue our study of environmental effects by searching for
a significant dependence of the luminosity-line width relation on environment
in a statistical sample of halos obtained in our simulations. More precisely,
we have performed a stepwise linear regression of luminosity on rotational
velocity, color index, and environment (characterized as above by the ambient
overdensity)
We first consider residuals to the best fits to the TF relation in the B and
I bands (i.e., Mˆ): The residuals of the B-band and, to a lesser degree, the
R-band and I-band TF - relations were found to be correlated with color
index [CI = (B − I) or CI = (U − B)] according to a relation of the form
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Fig. 21. Same as in Fig. 20 but for the I band.
µ(M) ≡M −Mˆ = aCI+ b , in agreement with Giraud (1986), who has found
evidence for a color dependence of the difference in distance moduli derived
from the TF - relation in two different bands. The fit parameters a and b as
well as the correlation coefficients r are listed in Table (2). Note that only
galaxies with B < −16 are included in the fit, as before.
A hypothesis test of significant regression was performed by constructing the
F–statistic for every fit. The null hypothesis a = 0 was ruled out at the
99 % confidence level for all fits. As expected, the color dependence is least
pronounced (but still significant) in all scenarios in the I - band. The slopes of
the µ(M) vs. CI - relation are different for different cosmological scenarios. In
all scenarios, the slope of the relation is positive. Thus, the trend is for bluer
galaxies to be brighter than predicted by the uncorrected TF - relation.
Having thus obtained a color-corrected TF-relation, we now compute the resid-
uals with respect to the corrected relation in these two bands and search for a
relationship between these residuals and the ambient overdensity < ρdm >0.5
/ρ¯dm as defined earlier. The regressions are performed separately for each sce-
nario using all galaxies in the corresponding catalog. After removing the color
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trend as above, regression on the remaining residuals was thus performed ac-
cording to the model µ(M)− µˆ(M) = c log(< ρdm >0.5 /ρ¯dm)+ d. (Here µˆ(M)
is the residual predicted using the color regression as above.) In Fig. (20) and
(21) the B and I band residuals µ(M)− µˆ(M) is plotted as a function of the
ambient overdensity < ρdm >0.5 /ρ¯dm of dark matter. We have also applied
the hypothesis test of regression by means of the F-statistic to these plots.
Within the dynamical range studied here, there was no environmental effect
(c = 0) in the TF at the 99 % or even 95 % confidence levels in BSI or ΛCDM.
However, at the 99 % confidence level there was an environmental effect in the
CDM sample: in the I-band, we find c = −0.21, d = 0.18 and in the B-band,
c = −0.36, d = 0.33. Qualitatively similar results are obtained if µ(M) is
modeled (residuals without color correction) instead of µ(M)− µˆ(M).
Our results for the ΛCDM and BSI scenarios are consistent with the usual
view that the TF - relation is unbiased with respect to environment. However,
despite the fact that we find a statistically significant environmental depen-
dence of the residuals on environment in our CDM sample, it would not be
correct to infer that the TF -relation for spirals would have environmental
bias in a CDM universe: the entire statistical effect could be due to inclusion
of the “ellipticals”, classified here on the basis of colors, as was discussed in
Section 4.2. Indeed, once the “elliptical” galaxies are removed from the fit, we
find, at a 99% confidence level, no environmental effect on the TF relation for
CDM either.
5 Discussion and conclusions
We have presented results of cosmological hydrodynamical simulations incor-
porating a multiphase model of the ISM, radiative cooling, star formation,
metal enrichment, and supernova feedback. The simulations have been per-
formed for three cosmological scenarios: CDM, ΛCDM and BSI.
The depth of modeling of the physical processes in the baryonic component
has permitted us to study the motion and evolution of gas inside and around
dark matter halos. As described in § 3.3, the gas flow is extremely complicated:
While we clearly see accretion shocks at large distances from halos (up to 1
Mpc), the flow inside the shock cannot be treated as spherical. A fraction of
the gas flows along filaments. It penetrates very deeply inside the “caverns”
which are produced by accretion shocks. We frequently found outflows of gas
inside caverns. These outflows (“chimneys”) are not directly related with the
supernova feedback, but in some cases are enhanced by it. The distribution of
the gas is very much affected by the short-scale processes related with the star-
formation and its back-reactions to the surrounding gas. In particular, metal
enrichment change the position of the accretion shock. The higher cooling rate
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for a metal enriched gas causes it to produce more cold clouds and weaker
pressure gradients. Therefore, star formation is more efficient, and galaxies
become brighter and bluer.
We have also analyzed the effects of environment on the observational prop-
erties of our numerical galaxies, such as morphologies (as characterized by
colors), SFR and Tully-Fisher relation. We can summarize the main results as
follows:
• The percentages of galaxies with different morphologies differ markedly from
one scenario to another. Concretely, the CDM simulations produce a consid-
erable population of elliptical galaxies (∼ 13%) with red colors and a dearth
of irregulars (∼ 3 %) at the range of densities (in a 0.5 Mpc scale) studied
here, corresponding to the typical environments of loose groups and field
galaxies. ΛCDM simulations produce fewer red ellipticals, (∼ 2 %) while
BSI produces very blue galaxies dominated by spiral (∼ 80%) and irregular
(∼ 20%) types. Differences between the morphology distributions produced
in different scenarios persist even if the ambient density is held constant.
• The SFR history for massive halos (M > 3× 1011M⊙) exhibit a drop from
z ≃ 1 to z = 0. This drop in the SFR is more pronounced in halos located
in higher density environments. But, for the same range of environment
densities, the drop is larger for halos found in CDM simulations than in
ΛCDM. On the contrary, the SFR history of less massive halos (M < 3 ×
1011M⊙) does not exhibit a clearly defined correlation with the ambient
density at present epoch.
• The Tully-Fisher relation for the galaxies in ΛCDM and BSI simulations
does not depend on environment, with a 99% confidence level. For CDM, we
find a statistically significant environmental dependence of the TF-relation,
but this effect is due to the inclusion of “ellipticals”, that are produced in
this model. When the “ellipticals” are removed from the sample, we find no
environmental effect, at a 99% confidence level as in the other models.
We conclude that the ambient density isNOT the only factor defining observ-
able galaxy properties. The merging history, tidal encounters, and interactions
with the surrounding gaseous medium could be important in determining the
properties of galaxies (Balland et al. 1997) located in regions of similar ambi-
ent density. Our simulation technique provides a point of departure for such
a study, since a representative sample of possible initial conditions can be
generated by different realizations.
We have also shown that a proper description of physical processes in the
baryonic component is important in modeling the formation and evolution of
galaxies and in predicting their observational properties. We are still far from
a complete understanding, let alone modeling, of the physical processes that
govern the formation and evolution of galaxies. Nonetheless, the YK3 code
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takes into account mechanisms corresponding to physical processes which ac-
cording to numerous lines of evidence are most important in the dynamics of
galaxies. The modeling of these processes incorporates the available physical
and astrophysical knowledge to the depth possible consistent with computa-
tional limitations and the need to minimize the number of degrees of freedom
in the parametrization. As a general principle, predictive power is strongly
improved by parsimonious use of fitting parameters, and indeed the ability to
make predictions is the difference between modeling and curve fitting.
Improvements in numerical resolution would certainly be useful in order to
extend our results of the effects of environment to larger-scale structures.
Clearly, on the basis of the present results one cannot exclude additional en-
vironmental effects that could result from the existence of structures on scales
beyond our current box size (5 Mpc). Nevertheless, we can conclude that our
numerical model for galaxy formation, which includes the most relevant phys-
ical processes for the baryonic component, is capable of reproducing most of
the observational trends of real galaxies. We have seen that for a reasonable
expenditure of computational resources, it is possible to study problems such
as environmental effects while including hydrodynamics. Hence, the combina-
tion of hydrodynamical simulations with modeling of the baryonic component
constitutes a very useful and powerful tool for investigating the complex phe-
nomena of galaxy formation.
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